Twisted Micro Cord Bracelet

Materials

One 1 ft piece of micro cord
One 6 ft piece of micro cord
Beads if desired

{Cost for this project starts at $3.98}
Click here for our tutorials page

Find the center of your long piece of cord and place it behind your short piece a few inches from the top.

Step 1: Bring the right side over the center cord and under the left side.

Step 2: Bring the left side behind the center cord and up through the loop created by the right side. Pull tight.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 about 10-15 times. Your knots will automatically start to twist. Add beads onto all three strands as desired.
Step 3: Tie a knot as you did at the beginning by bringing the right side over the center cords and under the left side.

Step 4: Bring the left side behind the center cords and up through the loop on the right. Pull tight.

Step 5: Now bring the left side over the center cords and under the right.

Step 6: Bring the right side behind the center cords and up through the left loop. Pull tight.

Tie about five knots between each bead.
Tie the same amount of knots at the end as you did at the beginning leaving a few inches on the center cord. Then trim and melt only the tying ends.

Lay the end pieces from the center cord next to each other with the ends pointing opposite directions. Then using cord from one of the trimmed ends, lay the middle behind both ends of your bracelet.
Repeat steps 3 through 6 about twice more then trim and melt the tying ends. This will make your bracelet adjustable. Tie an overhand knot in each bracelet end to prevent it from accidentally slipping through.

Pull each bracelet end to tighten the bracelet around your wrist.